Discover the sounds that are made by all of the most fascinating vehicles in our world with this interactive learning book! This early learning book is a fun and effective way to teach your young ones about the world of vehicles. This hands-on book includes: Lift-a-flap design that exposes additional vehicles facts and information Relevant information about the uses and functionality of each vehicle Sound bar that allows readers to hear the sound that each vehicle makes Combination of colorful illustrations and color photos And much, much more! With this book in their hands, your young vehicle enthusiast is sure to have a screeching good time!

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
We love this book! It is perfect for my 2 year old boy who loves trains, planes, helicopters, and all other vehicles. It makes realistic sounds for each vehicle, and you can guess what it is before you open the flap (flaps - another must have for a 2 yr. old). He loves the sounds, the flaps, and the bright pictures. My 5 year old also loves this book, because the sounds are still fun, but also another page opens up to describe the parts of each vehicle, so he can get into the technical parts. This book travels around the house all day because they take it with them everywhere. They enjoy looking at the book by themselves, as well as with each other, and they also like to have me read it to them. If you don't mind a little racket around the house, you'll love this book.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Sounds on the Go! by Laura Ovresat (Illustrator) - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!